Dead Pine Campsite  
revised 2/10/2021

This is the first site on the main PMT starting from the west end. The site is located past Mile 2, east about 4/10 of a mile. You can also hike to the campsite from "No Name Parking Lot" which is only about a one half mile hike. From "No Name Parking Lot" there is a sign directing you to the Pine Mountain Trail via a dirt road off/away from the parking lot. After hiking this road a short ways you will pass the red blazed Mountain Creek Trail (which crosses the road) and you continue on uphill until you see the wooden Pine Mountain Trail directional sign. Turn right (west) there onto the blue blazed PMT. You will pass over the dam of the large CCC Hatchery Pond and continue on until you see the campsite signs on your right. It is 265 feet from there to main campsite sign in photo below left. The water source is from a spring via a trail from the main campsite area. The trail to the spring (as of 2/9/2021) is 370’. For now there is one fire ring at the campsite noted as Fire Ring A…. There is still room for a small group to use the A fire ring area. As with other campsites, camp near the established fire ring and do not add to it or move the fire ring. As there are quite a few trees near Fire Ring A, this is a good hammock use camp.

**Fire Ring A (old photo below shows #2 but sign now shows A).**

The area shown in old photo below left with tent was really compacted and bare. **It has been closed off** and allowing for restoration (fire ring gone and covered with leaves) and noted with NO FIRES-NO CAMPING signs as of 2-9-2021.
The new 370’ trail to water is clearly blazed in white